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Abstract
This paper will explore arts-based educational research (ABER) as an effective and appropriate research method in the early years. It has been noted that the arts play an increasingly important role in the development of the child (Boone, 2008; Twigg, 2011a, 2011b; Twigg & Garvis, 2010; Wright, 2012). In fact McArdle and Wright (2014) call the arts children's first literacies. Research with young children can often be difficult given that they are often still developing their skills in communicating through language, whether oral or written. Other modes such as visual image through drawing, or audio through song, are innate skills that young children can use to communicate effectively. This paper will report on a number of projects that have used arts-based educational research methods with young children. It shows how much research, in the past, has often treated children as inferior participants, or in need of adult confirmation, whereas arts-based methods can be powerful platforms for research with children that gives children more of a voice in the research process.
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Introduction
Much research identifies the importance and benefits of the arts in young children’s lives (Ewing, 2010; Twigg & Garvis, 2010; Twigg, 2011a, 2011b; Wright, 2012). According to Eisner (1972) “artistic learning and aesthetic experience are among the most sophisticated aspects of human action and feeling” (p. 1). It has also been noted that the arts play a vital role in the development of the child. Before children learn to read and write they draw, sing and dance (Kress, 1997). In fact McArdle and Wright (2014) believe that the arts are children’s first literacies.

Kress (1997) highlights how certain paths to literacy involve ways in which children make meaning; real or imagined. The means by which children make sense of the world around them, according to Kress, is the precursor to reading. This is often conveyed through signs and symbols including drawings. Wright’s (2010, 2012) work similarly explores how young children make meaning through symbol. The arts support the development of a child through a number of modes including visual, aural, language and movement or gestural. It is important to consider then, how these modes of learning and development can be used as effective research methods in an early years’ context. Coad (2007) comments that more and more research in professional fields such as health and science are tending to include consultation with children or young people. In the area of education, much research concerns children in the early years.

It would therefore make sense that the arts are somehow involved in any research that is conducted with young children. Coad (2007) continues to explain that key researchers of children such as Bruner (1990), Vygotsky (1978) and Gardner (1991) have all implemented arts-based techniques when working with children. Another example is that of the Reggio Emilia approach as it “presents a particular model of learning which promotes the expressive arts as tools for developing children’s thinking” (Coad, 2007, p. 488). This paper argues that research involving children and young people is more effective if they are required to express their ideas and feelings via arts-based methods. As the arts are integral to child development and can provide a vehicle for
children to express critical and deep thinking, research using arts-based methods can offer potentially profound outcomes that expression through language alone may not. The paper will also explore a number of examples where arts-based research methods are used in working with children.

Benefits and intrinsic nature of the arts in the early years

The arts have always been an integral part of early learning (McArdle & Wright, 2014). Ardent supporters of the arts in the early years often offer up that it is as an important, if not critical building block, in early childhood development (Edwards, 2002; Wright, 2012). There appears to be on the other hand a tendency to downplay the perceived value and role of arts in contributing to early childhood development beyond some minor influence on engaging young learners when they’re not learning ‘more formal’ curriculum content such as experienced on standardised tests (Barton, Baguley & MacDonald, 2013). There is however a growing body of evidence amassed over the last decade pointing to specific benefits for early learners which stretch beyond the mere practice of art making for art’s sake - a ‘fun thing to do’. Arts learning and practices from dance, drama, music, and visual art in early childhood have been shown to influence achievement of identified learning outcomes as well as enabling behaviours and attitudes which support later learning (Eisner, 2002; Gardner, 1980).

These beneficial influences include:

- Physical development through hand-eye coordination and fine-motor skills acquisition and refinement
- Social interaction through experiences of sharing resources, assuming different roles in the art making process, and helping others, differentiating one’s work from others, questioning, considering, evaluating and appreciating the work of others
- Cognitive development through arts specific language use, exploring and connecting concepts and objects to symbols, making choices over subject matter, different media, materials, and methods to produce art
- Expressive qualities including the ability to communicate concepts and ideas young learners may not have language to describe sufficiently but experience nonetheless
- Imagination, creativity and experimentation through trialling techniques, methods and materials and sequencing them in ways meaningful to the early learner, as well as linking one’s own behaviours and actions with creative results and
- Problem solving skills which are often embedded in arts education such as producing a play, working out what colours or medium to use in visual arts, or deciding what sounds work together in a performance (Kindler, 1997; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1970; Mace, 1997).

Without access to arts-based learning children are at risk of receiving an education that is not holistic in learning, that is cognisant of diverse learning styles and approaches; what some call a deficit education (Barton et. al. 2013; Ewing, 2010; Weiss, 1993). Ewing (2010) for example believes that the arts have the potential to transform “learning in formal educational contexts, and ensure that the curriculum engages and has relevance for all children” (p.1). In the early years learning in, through and of the arts is particularly important given the ways in which children understand and make meaning of the world around them. This is often achieved through the use of signs and symbols and via multiple modes of representation. Without quality and regular access to arts-based learning opportunities children will be less able to attain the skills listed above. Sinclair, Jeanneret and O’Toole (2010) highlight the integral aspect of early learning through play,
creativity and imagination. It would therefore seem appropriate to consider ways in which to research with children that value arts-based practices. The next section of the paper will explore the research method – arts-based educational research or ABER.

**Arts based educational research and its application in early year’s settings**

*What is ABER?*

Arts based educational research or arts-based research has been an accepted method of research in educational settings since its inception in the early 1990s by Elliot Eisner. This was developed further with Tom Barone. According to Barone and Eisner (2012) ABER accepts that meaning can be represented in multiple ways, not just discursive. Eisner (1991) explains that ABER allows the use of resources that are not just text such as visual images, music and dance, poetry and literature. These resources, he argues, allow children to grasp what cannot be revealed in text alone. According to Barone and Eisner (2012) ABER explores:

> “the potentialities of an approach to representation that is rooted in aesthetic considerations and that, when it is at its best, culminates in the creation of something close to a work of art” (p. 1).

Barone (2008) further explains that ABER is not just a substitution for quantitative research or other forms of qualitative research but rather a method that extends researchers’ perspectives. Barone (2008). ABER can be integrated with other qualitative methods however, including narrative inquiry, a/r/tography, ethnography, participatory research and so forth. Leavy (2009) explains that ABER can be used to disrupt and extend the qualitative research paradigm as they can ‘unsettle’ a lot of assumptions about what constitute knowledge as well as research (p. 9). Leavy provides a comprehensive definition of this practice:

> “AB[E]R practices are a set of methodological tools used by qualitative researchers across the disciplines during all phases of social research, including data collection, analysis, interpretation, and representation…this genre of methods also comprises new theoretical and epistemological groundings that are expanding the qualitative paradigm” (p. 2-3).

Arts-based research allows for rich ways to access experiential knowing (Liamputtong & Rumbold, 2008). Further, Liamputtong and Rumbold (2008) state that arts-based research is “particularly suited to working with participants who may not respond to the more verbal research methods such as survey forms, interviews and focus groups” (p. 3). This is important to consider in the early years as many children will still be developing their oral language but may be able to communicate more effectively through other modes of communication such as drawing, movement or other visual approaches.

>I never made a painting as a work of art, it's all research (Pablo Picasso).

McNiff begins his chapter in Gary Knowles and Ardra Cole’s *Handbook of the Arts in Qualitative Research* (2008) with this quote by Pablo Picasso. It is relevant here as art is not always a concrete representation of the artist’s ideas and feelings. The process that an artist goes through in order to produce an artwork is a vehicle by which to express a personal story or journey. This kind of storytelling is important to consider when working with children as story is very much a part of
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1 ABER is research conducted in educational settings. ABR is a derivative and conducted in non-educational settings such as in Science and Health. For the purpose of this paper ABER will be referred to.
their imagination and understanding of the world around them. McArdle and Wright (2014) point out:

“[W]hen young children create art, they can be expressing astonishing conceptual understanding and imagination, well beyond what they can communicate through language” (p. 22).

This makes ABER a most suitable research method when working with young children. Enabling the opportunity for children to participate in the research process as respected participants through ABER ensures authenticity when making statements about children’s work and perspectives.

How is ABER undertaken?
ABER can be implemented and applied in different ways. As language can be a creative mode, for example in storytelling, poetry, creative writing etc. then expression of ideas using both artworks and language can be considered an effective use of ABER. Also, as stated previously, ABER can be easily integrated with other qualitative methods which will be explored later in this paper when specific work is shared. Essentially ABER can be conducted in multiple ways. Rolling (2013) provides a number of perspectives on the use of this method including as analytic, as synthetic, as critical-activist and as improvisatory research practice. In this way it is up to the researcher what approach and application of ABER best fits the research in mind.

ABER has been applied successfully for example, in a number of fields such as education, health, science, commerce and even engineering (Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis & Grauer, 2006). Essentially in arts-based research the creative outcomes or ‘art’ can be the expression of the findings, the discussion, the implications, the conclusive statements. The mode or ensemble of modes chosen by the researcher is allowed to speak for themselves. In relation to conducting research ‘with children’ instead of ‘on children’, allowing opportunities for young children to express in different ways is important so that they have the agency to show the skills and knowledge that they have acquired already in the learning development continuum rather than use methods that limit their involvement.

Graeme Sullivan in Knowles and Cole (2008) provides one model that incorporates the artistic technique of painting in the research process. Figure 1 shows how painting can be a research practice. The model highlights the relationship between action, structure and agency and how using painting as an act, idea, form or theory can engage these concepts.

Figure 1: Painting practices as research (Sullivan, 2008, p. 241)
In this sense when painting is used as a research method with a distinct purpose – with, through, in, or about – it can bring about different outcomes and results. Sullivan explains that when we perceive painting more as a verb than a noun:

“…[w]e get a better sense of the way that painting as a practice is determined by the act of doing it. In this way, distinctions between terms such as painter, object, and viewer melt away as the circumstance or setting influences the meanings invoked in artistic efforts and encounters” (p. 241).

Applying this to work with young children means that artwork in the form of painting can be interpreted as a meaningful data set in whatever context is established. Rather than seeing the arts as just an ‘artwork’ it can be guided and directed to produce particular meanings.

**Why should educators use ABER in practice?**

As stated previously very young children are still developing both oral and written language (Hill, 2012). Given that further development of linguistic expression is a large focus of learning and teaching in the early years then, this mode of communication may not be the most effective method to gather thoughts, feelings, indeed data from such participants. According to Barrett, Everett and Smigiel (2012) there has been an increased interest of “children’s agency in and through their artistic practise” (p. 186). In addition, more awareness of children’s rights and their capacity and agency to contribute to research that explores their lives has occurred. Therefore it is important to consider the ways in which researchers engage children within the research being undertaken.

ABER offers a way in which children can fully participate in the research process and be recognised as co-researchers in the course of study (Barrett et al. 2012). Extending data evidence to modes other than just oral and/or written language enables children a voice in the representation of their own lives (Coad et. al. 2009; Christensen, 2004, p. 165). In this sense ABER extends beyond “the limiting constraints of discursive communication in order to express meanings” (p. 1) and is multimodal in nature. Bezemer and Kress (2008) note that a ‘mode’ is a “socially and culturally shaped resource for making meaning” (p. 171). When we organise these as ensembles they act as semiotic resources (Jewitt, 2006). If we then shift this meaning to the written word Bezemer and Kress (2008) believe that knowledge may be lost. Acknowledging and understanding that other semiotic tools such as image, sound, gesture and/or use of space (time and place) can offer powerful representations of meaning is important when considering research with children. This ensures that we accept the ways in which humans, including children, interact with each other and how they express ideas.

Lemke (2002) for example, indicates that expression through various modalities is organic and flowing and often occur in mixed ensembles.

“[W]ithin a semiotic modality, presentational, orientational and organisational meanings are not by any means totally independent of one another. The possible combinations do not all occur with equal probability and functionally each one helps us to interpret the others, especially in short ambiguous or unfamiliar texts or images. Human semiotic interpretation is both gestalt and iterative” (p. 305).
Lemke shows that organic communication for people tends to be multimodal in nature. Continuing to privilege language over other forms of expression is limiting, particularly if we consider early years’ contexts, as expressing knowledge and feelings through arts practice, for young children is natural and innate. If they have yet to learn the alphabetic principle or are still developing their oral language then expecting research data to be expressed this way can be constraining. Therefore offering arts-based ways in which to express meaning enables children to have a real voice in the research process.

**Examples of arts-based educational research with young children**

The next section of this paper will explore a number of research studies that have used ABER with young children within different contexts.

**Research with children on arts engagement**

The first explores the work of Margaret Barrett (2002), as well as her research with Heather Smigiel (2003, 2012). Their research design:

“…sought to build on children’s knowledge and experience, and to value their engagement as co-researchers in exploring the research questions. Through the lens of narrative inquiry we sought to access children’s stories concerning their engagement with the arts” (Barrett & Smigiel, 2003, p. 4).

Both Barrett and Smigiel were concerned that much research on the importance of the arts in children’s lives failed to respect young children’s perspectives. In 2000, a national report entitled *Australians and the arts: What do the arts mean to Australians?* purported that perspectives of young children could be gained through adults such as their parents (Costantoura, 2000). This discounted the fact that young children could very much talk about their own experience, but additionally express these ideas through art itself. Barrett’s (2002) work with early years’ children on their music engagement for example, showed the capacity of children as being researched ‘with’ rather than researched ‘on’. In her article *Invented notations and mediated memory* (2002) she shares the work on two children’s approach to expressing ideas on music through the use of image or ‘invented notation’. Here the children were asked to explore ways in which to express music they heard through drawing and image. This research highlighted how children were capable of representing sound and music via their own symbolic methods.

Some 10 years later Barrett, Everett and Smigiel (2012) share findings from children aged 5-8 years. This research was participatory research where the children were asked to share their perceptions of the arts. Barrett, et. al. (2012) state that the children were at the centre of the investigation and as such, were treated as co-researchers. They were, according to the researchers “knowledgable informants in respect to the phenomenon under investigation- their understandings and experience of the arts” (p. 187). Consequently, any intervening or mediating between adults was not necessary.

This study focussed on what the arts ‘do’ for children rather than their own meaning-making in arts practice. It referred to children’s perspective through both conversation (language) and their drawing and photography (visual imagery). The visual image was present to provoke this discussion. The participants (140 children from up to 14 early childhood settings) were guided to: 1. Take as many photos as they like that represent the arts and select eight of them and 2. Name these photos (p. 181). They were also asked to do a ‘Draw and Tell’ task and talk in small focus groups about the ways in which they participated in the arts; both in and out of school.
According to the researchers, the conversations documented the important role that the arts played in the children’s everyday lives, particularly with their families. Much of it also focused on the benefits of these experiences. Generally, the findings showed that children engage in arts practice for social bonding with family and friends; for stimulation of “imagination and creative thought and expression” (p. 199).

The ‘Draw and Tell’ task, according to Barrett and Smiegel (2012), was an important strategy for the children to express their ideas that their arts engagement is cognitively, emotionally, socially, physically and aesthetically fulfilling. This, the authors contend should inform the development and continuation of arts practice and policy within Australian schools and arts organisations.

In considering implications for early childhood research the researchers recommended that in order to engage children in research productively then the processes and practices of the arts should be employed. For young children, opportunities to talk about and express their experiences via multimodal means is important, according to Barrett et. al. (2012) as it can: “build their current understandings; increase their evident appreciation for and capacity toanalyse their experiences; make connections between their experience of the arts in and beyond school; foster their well-being; and stimulate their capacity for creative thought and activity” (p. 200).

This information is useful for early childhood researchers because if the children in this study were not asked about their perspectives and involvement in the arts the outcomes would be limited in understanding a deep meaning such participation. Parents for example, may have a pre-conceived idea about what benefits as well as other implications for children’s participation in the arts. Similarly, if Barrett and Smiegel had only got the young participants to talk about these experiences there would be a risk of not receiving information that the children may not be able to articulate through words and also the children may have only provided the information they thought the researchers would require (see also Barton & Bahr, 2013).

Research with children in health settings

There is much research that uses arts-based participatory research in the field of health (Coad, 2007; Cole & McIntyre, 2003; Driessnack & Gallo, 2011; Lambert, Coad, Hicks and Glacken; 2014; McIntyre & Cole, 2008). A common link here is therapeutic practice (Payne, 1993; Wiener, 1999). In fact arts therapy is often used with young children in supporting them through poor health or difficult personal times in their lives. Recent research with children in health settings has utilised ABR to assist the children in being important participants in the research process. Lambert et.al. (2014) show how arts-based expression and methods enable potentially powerful outcomes for research questions and findings. This particular research explored children’s perspectives of what would be the best physical layout for hospital-built environments. The study involved 55 children who were hospitalised. All children involved in this study were between 5 and 8 years of age. There were 24 boys and 31 girls from a range of cultural backgrounds as well as various health care conditions including chronic and acute illnesses.

The children were asked to draw and speak about what their preferred hospital room would look like including any particular physical features but also social aspects of the space. The study aimed to use this data in informing a proposed design of a new children’s hospital in Ireland. Some of the children were unable to draw, due to their illness, but were able to talk about their desired place of stay. Other children participated in groups in creating their ‘perfect’ hospital room using art and craft materials while being supported by an artist through an Arts and Health company or
individually completed drawings with a researcher from hospital their bed. The following shows the instructions given to each child:

“Draw, colour, design a perfect (ideal) hospital room. Include everything you need to make your stay in hospital as comfortable as possible (as home like). You draw what you think a room should look like, design a bed, create a floor plan, or draw a hospital from inside . . .

When finished drawing children were asked:

Tell me about your drawing? What were you thinking about when you drew your perfect (ideal) hospital room? What is really important about this room? Is there anything the room should have that can’t be seen in the drawing? What kind of things or places would you like nearby your room (and not like nearby your room)?” (Lambert et. al., 2014, p. 62)

Findings from the study show that children very much know the types of environments they would prefer to be staying in while they are in hospital. In fact, there were many aspects found that are often overlooked in the design of children’s hospital rooms. In regard to the physical environment the children, according to the researchers, showed that they valued a “colourful, creative, comfortable interior environment which had easy access to the external environment” (p. 63). The children tended to creatively use the space, include imaginative décor and brought aspects of the outside natural environment into the inside one.

Further, children “wanted to experience a seamless and smooth-flowing environment that would enable them to easily find their way and orientate themselves to the hospital setting” (Lambert, et. al., 2014, p. 64). Interestingly, the children’s interaction with the environment including first impressions, orientation within the entire hospital, and being able to move and play were all important aspects for the children. A most valued feature for the children was to be able to be with the parents and family in a dignified and private manner. Issues and concerns such as adequate storage, noise and lighting were also highlighted.

The research team found that children had strong and extremely relevant ideas about what types of hospital rooms suit their needs during illness. Being able to express these ideas not only through talking, for some of the children, provided a much needed platform for them to present their ideas. The images shared in the article about this study clearly showed children’s in-depth understanding about the environment they would prefer but also the ones in which they were currently in. Without the inclusion of arts-based approaches in this study there would have been limited understanding of what these children were able to articulate in regard to preferred spaces while they were unwell and often away from family and home.

**Background to the study**

**Research with children in school settings**

Much research in the early years occurs in school settings, often aiming to improve learning and teaching. Research focusing on literacy development has found that including ways in which children understand concepts related to literacy learning through multiple means of communication (such as arts-based methods) allows them to show this understanding in ways that best suit them (Barton, 2014; Barton & Baguley, 2014). An example was a research project conducted in a small multi-age school with eighteen children from Prep to Year 7 (aged 5 to 12 years).
In 2012, the school based their annual end-of-year performance on Graeme Base’s (1992) *The Sign of the Seahorse*, a story with a moral message of environmental consciousness and sustainability for the sea and its many creatures. While preparing for this performance the children studied their own character in detail. This included an in-depth understanding of what their character looked like, sounded like, moved like and how it related to the other characters in the story. The children were involved in creating their own costumes, props and sets. The children worked closely with their teachers and teaching assistants as well as one other throughout the entire production.

**Research design and methods**

This research study aimed to view phenomena in action and is therefore qualitative. As part of the research project a number of data sets were included: documentation of the production through the use of video (from early rehearsals to the final performance), drawings, reflective practice and interview data with the view of investigating the impact of the process on the children’s understanding of the narrative as well as the ways in which they worked collaboratively together in developing their literacy learning. Barton and Baguley (2014) analysed this data using Tuckman’s (1965) theory of collaboration and social semiotics (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006).

For the purpose of this paper a focus on the arts-based and multimodal practices through the project will occur. Semiotic representations such as aural, gestural, linguistic, spatial and visual modes can be used to explain key content and concepts, in addition to describing children’s knowledge and understanding of the world around them (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001; Lemke, 2000). The participants in this study were aged from 5 through to 12 years of age. The following discussion focuses on the children between 5 and 7 years.

**Results and discussion**

There were a number of stages involved in the preparation of the final performance. Barton and Baguley (2014) describe these stages as: 1. **Becoming** familiar with the script; 2. **Belonging** to a storytelling group; and 3. **Being** a collaborative and reflective performer. This is based on the *Early Years Learning Framework for Australia* (DEEWR, 2009).

**Becoming**

In the first phase of the study the children were **becoming** familiar with the story by reading the drama script. This involved language-verbal and gestural modes of communication as the teacher encouraged the children to expressively speak their lines using particular facial features. Given that the children ranged from Prep to Year 7 the older children acted as mentors in supporting the younger children in preparing for their role in the play.

After becoming familiar with the script the children worked further on their characterisation by designing costumes, improving their movement and gesture, and drawing their characters. In one activity the children were asked:

1. What does your character look like?
2. Where does your character live?
3. What does your character do?

This activity was particularly important for the younger children as they were still developing their skills in writing. Being given the opportunity to not only talk about their characters but also draw
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2 The author would like to thank both Graeme Base and Hal Leonard for their support of the school’s end of year project.
them assisted the younger children in designing their own costumes. It also assisted the children in developing further understanding of the key personality and physical traits of their characters.

Figures 2 and 3: Soldier Crab #27 and #28 characters (Image release courtesy of the participants)

Figures 4 and 5: Angelfish characters (Image release courtesy of the participants)

Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 show an understanding of the attributes of each character, which are the roles of the soldier crabs with their large pincers, and the colourful images of the angelfish. These drawings, a visual representation of the characters, then provided the children a stimulus to which they could discuss their ideas based on the questions above.

Belonging
In the rehearsal phase the children were learning how to belong in an effective performance group. It was through this phase of learning that arts-based practices of drama and dance (gestural-embodiment) became the focus. The children had to learn how to work together as a group in presenting the story effectively to an audience.

The data showed an increase in the children’s spatial awareness in relation to the staging. This included both their movement on the stage and also the relationship between themselves and
others. At the beginning of this phase the children rehearsed mainly in an outdoor area in the school where the teacher had placed tape on the ground to indicate areas of the ‘stage’ the children should be aware of (refer to Figure 6).

![Image](Image1)

**Figure 6:** The early years’ children are shown here working with the older children in understanding the stage space (Image release courtesy of participants)

After rehearsing for a number of weeks the children then progressed to the dress rehearsal – a few days before the actual performance. This was ‘performed’ in the classroom in costume and with the set. Figure 7 shows the children rehearsing in their final dress rehearsal. During this phase all of the modes were employed including: aural (music and song), gestural-embodied (movement on stage as well as facial expression); language-verbal (reciting lines and singing); spatial (use of the stage including vertical and horizontal staging); and visual (costumes and set).

![Image](Image2)

**Figure 7:** The same taped area is provided for the children – along with the set and props (Image release courtesy of participants)
Being
The final phase in the performance was where the children were being reflective performers. Not only did they employ all of the modes of representation, as in their dress rehearsal, but they also needed to be reflective during the actual performance. If, for example, anything went wrong they needed to think quickly on their feet to move the performance forward.

Figures 8 and 9: Still shots from the final performance (Image release courtesy of the participants)

Figures 8 and 9 show the entire cast with the children in the costumes they helped design. The younger children were mentored through the performance by the older children. After the performance the children were asked to talk about their experience in belonging in the performance. They were also asked to talk about how being part of the performance helped with their literacy learning.

Comments from the children about their character and involvement in the end of year production include:

My character was Swali – he was mean and helped the baddies with their evil schemes…The dances made it really energetic and more fun. You got to do more things like dancing and acting not just writing. It helped me to think about stories that could have happened before (Year 2 student).

I was Finneas – he is like part of a gang and is a red fish. He does his own things he doesn’t do what his parents say. The catfish gang wanted to be part of the bad team but the bad team didn’t let us so we made a catfish game – I was the leader. I like the dancing and the lights flashing when we danced. I learn how to have a loud voice and acting such as moving around the stage (Year 3 student).

Taffy was my character and I was tough. He is naughty and we get in trouble a lot. I like all the dancing, it was fun and I liked the audience there. When there is no audience you don’t feel great because there is nobody there except the teachers. When it is the show you feel so excited because there are all these people watching you. You feel happy and know it is going to be a good night. It helped my drama and my voice to get bigger and it is really fun (Year 1 student).

The play went really good and I think everybody did a really good job. I liked watching it later on the DVD. It was exciting (Prep student).

For these children a greater understanding of the story was gained by performing the key plot and theme via a multimodal arts production. The development of critical comprehension and recall skills for children in the early years of learning is crucial to reading success (Hill, 2012). Therefore the use of arts-based methods in expressing this comprehension enabled children to represent their understanding as well as describe what they liked and benefited from such a project.
A way forward for researching with young children using the arts

Findings from this study showed that when children worked collaboratively in producing an end-of-year performance they developed a deeper understanding of the narrative as they participated in multi-modal representations of the story (Barton & Baguley, 2014). The children were asked to explore the story using a number of arts-based strategies that were utilised to assist them in understanding the plot, characters, setting and theme of the narrative; that are often missed from just reading the story. Without the opportunities to express knowledge in different ways this understanding would not have been possible.

This paper has purported the powerful potential of ABER as an appropriate and much needed research approach when working with young children. As researchers we have an obligation to treat participants in a respectful and dignified manner; this includes working with children. Considering ABER as an appropriate research method when working with children is important as it allows them to present their ideas via multiple-modes of expressions and communication. As Barone & Eisner (2013, p.8-9) note:

“[A]rts based research is the utilisation of aesthetic judgment and the application of aesthetic criteria in making judgements about what the character of the intended outcome is to be. In arts based research, the aim is to create an expressive form that will enable an individual to secure an empathic participant in the lives of others and in the situations studied”.

This is critically important in the lives of young children and if there was not the opportunity for young children to express themselves in any form they feel comfortable, then we would be at risk of not knowing the full meaning of their experience.

Barone and Eisner (2012) conclude their book with ten fundamental ideas that can be taken from ABER. Of relevance for any researcher who is contemplating using ABER when working with young children is the fact that, as humans, we have multiple ways in which we describe and understand the world. Consequently, the ways in which we, as individuals, make sense of our own context may not offer final concrete meanings but rather raise significant questions and encourage further conversation (p. 166).

ABER therefore, in its qualitative form, can ultimately pass the research outcomes onto children as agentic participants or informers. Researchers using ABER therefore, must be prepared of the possibility of not reaching a conclusive end or answer to their problem or hypothesis. This allows for expressive input that supports both equality and equity between the researcher and researched, ultimately contributing to human understanding and respect of all others, especially children.
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